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[1] During March/April 1998 we conducted detailed mapping and sampling of

hydrothermal plumes along six segments of Earth’s fasting spreading mid-ocean ridge,
27.5–32.3S on the East Pacific Rise. We compared the distribution and chemistry of
hydrothermal plumes to geological indicators of long-term (spreading rate) and
moderate-term (ridge inflation) variations in magmatic budget. In this large-offset,
propagating rift setting, these geological indices span virtually the entire range found
along fast spreading ridges worldwide. Hydrothermal plumes overlaid 60% of the
length of superfast (>130 km/Myr) spreading axis surveyed and defined at least 14
separate vent fields. We observed no plumes over the slower spreading propagating
segments. Finer-scale variations in the magmatic budget also correlated with
hydrothermal activity, as the location of the five most intense plumes corresponded to
subsegment peaks in ridge inflation. Along the entire ridge crest, the more inflated a
ridge location the more likely it was to be overlain by a hydrothermal plume. Plume
chemistry mostly reflected discharge from mature vent fields apparently unperturbed by
magmatic activity within the last few years. Plume samples with high volatile/metal
ratios, generally indicating recent seafloor volcanism, were scarce. Along-axis trends in
both volatile (3He; CH4; pH, a proxy for CO2; and particulate S) and nonvolatile (Fe,
Mn) species showed a first-order agreement with the trend of ridge inflation.
Nevertheless, a broad correspondence between the concentration of volatile species in
plumes and geological proxies of magma supply identifies a pervasive magmatic imprint
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1. Introduction
[2] The Pacific-Nazca Ridge between the Easter and Juan
Fernandez microplates includes the planet’s fastest spreading ridge segments and largest active set of dueling propagators, with an along- and across-axis scale of 120 km
(Figure 1) [Hey et al., 1995]. This large-offset propagating
rift is reorganizing the local plate boundary geometry and
perhaps represents an initial stage in the formation of a new
microplate [Hey et al., 1995]. Such rapid plate boundary
evolution creates steep regional gradients in the magmatic
budget that are reflected in the geological characteristics of
each ridge segment. For example, the long-term (>1 Myr)
magmatic budget, indicated by the spreading rate (us), spans
the full global extent, from 0 to 150 km/Myr. Shorter-period
(0.1 Myr) fluctuations in the magmatic budget, tracked by
subsegment-scale variability in the ridge crest cross-sectional area (Axs), also cover nearly the entire range found
along the East Pacific Rise (EPR) [Scheirer and Macdonald,
1993; Martinez et al., 1997].
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Figure 1. (a) Location map of the study region between the Easter and Juan Fernandez microplates in
the southeast Pacific Ocean. Light lines are ridges; those with arrows are propagating. Heavy straight
lines are transform faults. Double-headed arrows show axial spreading rates. (b) Ridge crest bathymetry
of the six segments surveyed, with black lines showing ridge axis. SeaBeam data from Hey et al. [1995]
and Martinez et al. [1997] augmented by new data from our Ridge Axis Plume and Neotectonic Unified
Investigations (RAPA NUI) cruise. Inset shows relative location of each second-order segment. See color
version of this figure at back of this issue.
[3] Because of this diversity the region is an ideal natural
laboratory for exploring the influence of fluctuations in the
magmatic budget on the distribution and composition of
hydrothermal venting. The only previous detailed study of
hydrothermal plumes along a superfast ridge was conducted
in 1993 along the ‘‘Ridge Flux’’ area, the southern EPR
between 13.5 and 18.7S [Urabe et al., 1995; Baker and

Urabe, 1996; Feely et al., 1996; Ishibashi et al., 1997].
Plume mapping and sampling there found abundant plumes,
a moderate correlation between the cross-sectional area of
segments and plume presence, and a marked variability in
plume chemical composition that distinguished sites of
recent magmatic activity from more hydrothermally mature
sites. However, the relatively small range in proxies of both
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long (us) and moderate-term (Axs) magmatic budgets at that
site limit the inferences that can be drawn about the
importance of magmatic budget fluctuations in controlling
hydrothermal discharge.
[4] To overcome that limitation, we conducted a detailed
hydrothermal and geophysical study of the EPR between
the Easter and Juan Fernandez microplates during March/
April 1998. The RAPA NUI study area extends from 27.5
to 32.3S and includes six second-order tectonic segments
(Figure 1). Our primary objectives were to examine three
specific questions that address the influence of geological
controls on hydrothermal venting at different spatial and
temporal scales:
1. Is the spatial density of hydrothermal venting
relatively greater along a plate boundary undergoing
reorganization than along segments of similar morphology
and spreading rate along a stable boundary? Layers of
metalliferous sediments found in Deep-Sea Drilling Program cores in the southeast Pacific suggest that previous
plate boundary reorganizations have triggered unusually
intense hydrothermal activity [Owen and Rea, 1987; Lyle
et al., 1987]. The morphological similarity of segments in
the 1998 RAPA NUI survey to segments previously
surveyed along the stable Ridge Flux plate boundary
[Baker and Urabe, 1996] allows a direct comparison
between superfast unstable and stable plate boundaries.
2. How closely does the distribution of hydrothermal
discharge correspond to segment and subsegment variations
in the apparent magmatic budget? These variations,
expressed as changes in Axs, are thought to have a timescale
on the order of 0.1 Myr, presumably a much longer timescale
than the expected lifetime of hydrothermal fields (10– 100
years) on fast spreading ridges [Auzende et al., 1996; Hooft
et al., 1997]. Prior regional-scale studies have come to
conflicting conclusions on the soundness of any correlation
between Axs and hydrothermal activity [Baker, 1996; Hooft
et al., 1997]. These interpretations suffer, however, from the
limited extent of ridge crest so far examined, the small range
of Axs in the surveyed ridge sections, and the statistical
approach used in the comparisons. The RAPA NUI area has
a broader range of us and Axs than sections of the EPR
previously surveyed, allowing us to better isolate the relative
effects on hydrothermal venting of variations of the
magmatic budget at different timescales.
3. Does the high rate of magma delivery at superfast
spreading ridges produce frequent occurrences of volatilerich hydrothermal fluids, symptomatic of magmatic perturbations? French submersible dives in 1993 between 17 and
19S sampled five vents with volatile-rich fluids [Charlou
et al., 1996], and plume sampling during the 1993 Ridge
Flux survey identified at least three locations discharging
volatile-rich fluids apparently modified by recent magmatic
activity [Urabe et al., 1995]. The RAPA NUI survey doubled
the length of the plume-sampled superfast spreading ridge,
enabling a more representative assessment of the hydrothermal chemistry produced at extreme magma supply rates.

2. Geologic Setting
[5] The 610 km of EPR surveyed during this study
includes six tectonic segments that define the dueling
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propagator between the Easter and Juan Fernandez microplates (Figure 1). The west ridge has been lengthening over
the past 1.5– 2 Myr, propagating south at 135 km/Myr and
gradually replacing east ridge segments [Naar and Hey,
1991; Hey et al., 1995; Korenaga and Hey, 1996; Martinez
et al., 1997]. The high inflation and southward propagation
of this ridge suggest that it is influenced by the Easter hot
spot [Schilling et al., 1985; Hey et al., 1995]. Four segments
make up the west ridge [Martinez et al., 1997], but our
survey included only the southerly two, W3 and W4. The
full spreading rate is 148 km/Myr from 27.5S (the start of
our survey) to 28.6S and then declines steadily to
effectively zero at the tip of W4 (Figure 2). The net
elevation and Axs (see Appendix A) are higher on W3 than
anywhere else in the survey area, and both show considerable intrasegment and intersegment variability. W3 is
bounded by two large overlapping spreading centers
(OSCs), both with overlap lengths of 20 km.
[6] The east ridge includes four segments defined by
small-offset OSCs and bounded on the south by another
large OSC (Figure 2). The full spreading rate along segments E2 – E4 is also a steady 148 km/Myr, decreasing to
zero at the tip of E1. While the net elevation is nearly
uniform along E2 – E4, Axs shows significant highs and
lows. Martinez et al. [1997] conclude that the entire ridge
is underlain by a single upwelling center, with shallow
lateral magma transport maintaining the nearly constant
depth of segments E2– E4. E1, the propagating tip, is the
segment most dependent on along-axis magma transport
and thus suffers periods of magma starvation as ridge
location changes during a propagation event. The west ridge
propagating segment, W4, likely undergoes similar cycles
of magma supply and starvation.

3. Regional Distribution of Hydrothermal
Activity
[7] Contour plots of hydrothermal temperature (q) and
light-scattering (NTU, where NTU is nephelometric turbidity units) anomalies (see Appendix A) map the distribution of major and minor plumes along the west and east
ridges (Figure 3). The plume distribution recorded by Miniature Autonomous Plume Recorders (MAPRs) fixed to the
DSL-120 tow cable was similar in all important respects to
the results obtained using the conductivity-temperaturedepth-optical (CTDO) package in the tow-yo mode (S. L.
Walker et al., Short-term variations in the distribution of
hydrothermal plumes along a superfast-spreading center,
27300 – 32200S, submitted to Earth and Planetary Science
Letters, 2001; hereinafter referred to as Walker et al., submitted manuscript, 2001). Most vent fields are identified
equally well by either q or NTU, though in some cases
the relative intensities of the two are quite different (e.g., near
28.2S on W3, near 30.7 on E1, and along the southern end
of E3). The complete lack of a particle signal corresponding
to certain q maxima (e.g., at the northern ends of W3 and
E1) identifies places where substantial changes in the local
hydrography produce nonhydrothermal q increases.
[8] On the basis of the CTDO tows, major vent fields
exist on both the west and east ridges. On the west ridge we
found indications of the most energetic venting in the study
area, based on a plume rise height >300 m at 28.45S near
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Figure 2. Along-axis trends in full spreading rate (dashed line), net elevation of the ridge axis (shaded
solid line), and the cross-sectional area of the ridge crest (dark solid line) for the (a) west and (b) east
ridges. Extent of overlapping spreading centers separating each segment is indicated by cross-hatched
zones, and extent of the overlapping dueling propagators is marked by arrows at the top of each panel.
the center of plume activity that stretched for more than
20 km along axis (Figure 3). We mapped a plume region of
similar dimensions and intensity on the east ridge centered
near 31.9S on E4 (Figure 3). Within the overlap zone of the
propagating tips (between 28.8 and 29.75S), where us for
each ridge falls below 130 km/Myr, hydrothermal plumes
were absent on both the CTDO and MAPR surveys.
[9] We summarize the regional spatial density of plumes
by calculating plume incidence ( ph), the fraction of linear
ridge axis overlain by a plume with NTU greater than a
threshold value of 0.015 V. We use NTU rather than q
because particle settling and degradation restrict the spatial
extent of the NTU tracer more than the q tracer, thereby
giving a truer representation of the axial extent of the plume
source locations. For the entire length of both the west and
east ridges, ph is 0.45. For those portions of both ridges
where us > 130 km/Myr (north of 28.85S on the west ridge
and south of 29.75S on the east ridge), ph rises to 0.62,
similar to the value of 0.6 determined from the superfast
spreading Ridge flux area [Baker and Urabe, 1996]. (Note
that we calculate these values from the raw data before
contouring.) Thus the regional distribution of hydrothermal
plumes confirms the results from the 1993 Ridge Flux
survey [Urabe et al., 1995; Baker and Urabe, 1996] and
supports a generalized model predicting a linear correlation
between ph and us [Baker et al., 1996].

[10] The agreement in ph between these two regions of the
EPR demonstrates that at least at present, the unstable plate
boundary surveyed here is no more hydrothermally active
than the stable boundary to the north (13.5 –18.7S). In
particular, the most unstable portions of the boundary, the
propagating tips, are devoid of hydrothermal activity. A
submersible search for hydrothermal activity at the tip of
the 95.5W propagator on the Galapagos Spreading Center
similarly found scant evidence of hydrothermal activity [Hey
et al., 1992]. Martinez et al. [1997] describe segment E1 of
the east ridge as a volcanic constructional feature created
0.2 Myr ago by magma erupting from a fracture in the
brittle lithosphere during a propagation episode. Gravity and
bathymetric data indicate a magma source from the inflated
segments to the south rather than an underlying crustal
reservoir, implying no persistent heat source to power
hydrothermal activity. Hydrothermal venting at the tips of
a propagator is thus likely to be intense during magmatic
infilling of an advancing fracture, but very short lived.

4. Subsegment-Scale Distributions
of Hydrothermal Activity
[11] A specific objective of this survey was to compare
subsegment-scale hydrothermal activity (from the plume
perspective) to indicators of the apparent magmatic budget,
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Figure 3. Segment-by-segment transects of hydrothermal plumes identified by temperature anomaly
(qC) and light backscattering anomaly (NTU) from CTDO tows. Lowest contour plotted for each
variable is 0.005. CTDO tows extended south on the west ridge to 29.2 S and north on the east ridge to
29.14S. Plume mapping using MAPRs attached to the tow line of the DSL-120 extended farther toward
the tip of both the west (south to 29.35S) and east (north to 28.65S) ridges, but no plumes were
detected. Neither the q nor NTU signals north of 29.5S on E1 appear to be of hydrothermal
character. See color version of this figure at back of this issue.
principally ridge inflation. Hydrothermal surveys over other
Pacific ridges suggest that the mean Axs of individual
second- to third-order tectonic segments generally correlates
with their degree of hydrothermal activity [Baker, 1996].
Despite this positive correlation, there was no simple functional relationship between ph and the mean segment value
of Axs. Rather, the data suggested a bimodal distribution of
segments. Those with low values of Axs, indicative of a
weak magmatic budget, had uniformly low ph values. Those
with values above a threshold level of 3.5 km2 had ph
values ranging from low to 1. Part of the complexity of this
relationship no doubt arises from the use of segment-mean
values of Axs and ph, particularly since the within-segment
variability of both Axs and plume extent can be substantial.
[12] Hooft et al. [1997] examined this relationship at a
finer scale, comparing Axs and plume optical intensity
along the EPR between 14 and 18S at 0.03 intervals
(3 km). They found little correlation between the two
and concluded that short-term permeability variations created by magmatic and tectonic events, not longer-term
variability in the pooling of magma in the shallow crust,
was the controlling factor in the distribution of hydrothermal activity.
[13] One of the principal advantages of the present survey
area in examining this relationship is its wide range in

morphological characteristics. In particular, the range of Axs
values is more than twice that at other plume-surveyed sites
on the EPR (e.g., 9– 12N [Baker et al., 1994], 13.5–
18.7S [Baker and Urabe, 1996]). A qualitative comparison
of along-axis trends of Axs and hydrothermal activity,
expressed as NTU gridded at intervals of 0.03 and
vertically integrated between the seafloor and the top of
the local plume (NTU), shows that plume maxima were
coincident with peaks in ridge inflation (Figure 4). The
slight offset of some plume peaks, such as near 28.5S,
presumably results from current-induced oscillation of a
plume around its source. The location of plumes mapped
during CTDO tow-yos and DSL-120 tows migrated by as
much as 10 km when the time interval between each survey
was as long as 5 – 6 days (Walker et al., submitted manuscript, 2001). Despite this uncertainty in plume source
location, we found the five most intense plumes (centered
at 27.75, 28, 28.4, 30.12, and 31.9S) to overlie shortwavelength peaks in Axs. (Data from the CTDO tow-yo
show the 28.4S peak slightly offset to the north from the
Axs peak at 28.5S (Figure 4), but the NTU peak from
the DSL-120/MAPR tow at this location precisely overlies
the Axs peak (Walker et al., submitted manuscript, 2001)). A
similar agreement might also be inferred from the 1993
Ridge Flux data (Figure 4), but the smaller variability of Axs
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Figure 4. Comparison of along-axis ridge cross-sectional area (shaded line) and vertically integrated
NTU (NTU) at 0.03 latitudinal intervals (black line) for (a) RAPA NUI and (b) Ridge Flux
(13.5– 18.7S) ridge sections. Note the tendency for peaks in NTU to occur near peaks in the crosssectional area.

along that ridge section makes it difficult to identify an
agreement with certainty.
[14] For both study areas, plotting fine-scale (0.03
interval) values of Axs against NTU finds no functional
relationship (Figure 5), the same result described by Hooft
et al. [1997]. However, we expect a poor relationship on
such a fine scale for two reasons. First, by virtue of their
size and mobility plumes extend over much more of the
axis than do the vent fields that produce them. Second,
there is no a priori reason why the magnitude of any
sampled plume tracer should correlate with Axs. Nevertheless, these results still show that hydrothermal plumes
are far more likely to be found over inflated sections of
ridge, where Axs ^ 3.5 km2.
[15] Since the correlation between ridge morphology and
venting on either a segment or kilometer scale is poor, we
take a more statistical approach by grouping the Axs data in
bins of 1 km2, regardless of location. For each 0.03 interval
of ridge axis we determine (1) if a significant (NTU 
0.015) plume is present and (2) which Axs bin that interval
occupies. We then plot the percentage of plume-covered
intervals in each bin against the bin midpoint value
(Figure 6). While each of the plume-surveyed southern
EPR (SEPR) areas show a strong correlation between plume
percentage and Axs, an especially good correlation exists for
the combined data set, with r2 = 0.94. This analysis
confirms that even on the subsegment scale the apparent

magmatic budget is a first-order predictor of the likelihood
of hydrothermal activity on these segments.
[16] Even with this encouraging analysis, we have little
better than a 50– 50 chance of successfully predicting the
occurrence of a hydrothermal plume along the bulk of these
ridge segments, where Axs values are 3 – 4 km2 (Figure 6).
To improve our prediction, we need specific information on
the other principal control on hydrothermal activity, permeability. For example, a recent study of two morphologically
contrasting segments on the northern EPR found plumes
scarce over a highly inflated and unfractured segment just
north of the Orozco fracture zone but plentiful over a
narrow and heavily faulted adjacent segment [Baker et al.,
2001b]. Thus on some fast spreading segments permeability
seems to exert a more dominant influence on hydrothermal
activity than does magmatic robustness. We suspect that the
balance between these two factors lies in the temporal and
spatial scales of alternation between the magmatic and
tectonic phases of a given segment. The frequency of this
alternation likely increases with increasing spreading rate
[e.g., Wilcock and Delaney, 1996]. An important direction
of future research will be determining the relative importance of magma budget and permeability as a function of
spreading rate.
[17] Similar multisegment studies of hydrothermal discharge and fine-scale geology have been infrequent. Wright
et al. [1995] found a consistent relationship between the
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Figure 5. Scatter plot of cross-sectional area versus
vertically integrated NTU at 0.03 latitudinal intervals
for the Ridge Flux (solid circles) and RAPA NUI (open
circles) areas. While there is no functional relationship
between ridge inflation and plume optical inventory at this
fine scale, intense plumes are found exclusively where Axs >
3.5 km2.

depth and abundance of fissures and the population of
hydrothermal vents between 9.2 and 9.6N on the EPR.
Hooft et al. [1997], using the occurrence of an axial summit
graben/caldera as a proxy for permeability in their study
area, concluded that increased permeability was the principal contributing factor to hydrothermal activity. Their graben/caldera identification was based only on ship-borne
multibeam bathymetry collected 10 years before the hydrothermal observations; this temporal offset may be significant. In the RAPA NUI area we used the DSL-120 deep-tow
package to collect continuous 120-kHz side-scan and bathymetric data concurrent with the hydrothermal data. When
fully processed, the DSL-120 data will yield complete and
precise maps of not only the location and depth of the axial
graben/caldera but maps of other fault and fissure patterns
as well. These data sets will provide an unprecedented
opportunity to compare the distributions of permeability
indicators and hydrothermal activity over a multisegment
ridge section [Hey et al., 2001].
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[19] The magmatic state of a ridge crest can affect the
chemistry of hydrothermal discharge by modifying the
degree of volatile outgassing. In general, vent fields perturbed by recent (e.g., within 1 – 3 years) magmatic
activity discharge fluids with higher volatile/metal ratios
than more mature fields [e.g., Mottl et al., 1995; Urabe
et al., 1995; Butterfield et al., 1997]. To look for evidence
of recent magmatic activity in the RAPA NUI area, we
measured both volatile and metal species in the plumes (see
Appendix A). Volatile species include pH, 3He, particulate sulfur (as an indicator of H2S), and CH4. We measured
a wide range of dissolved and particulate metal species, and
here we concentrate on total dissolvable (TD) Fe and Mn as
primary hydrothermal indicators. The data set we discuss
(Figure 7) includes the plume-maximum sample from each
on-axis vertical cast, plus all tow samples within the typical
depth range of the plume horizon. (The 3He data are
available only from a smaller subset of the vertical casts.)
The tows concentrated on obtaining regularly spaced samples between and within plume maxima along each segment.
[20] Each of these tracers offers insight into the chemical and geological processes taking place at a given
location. The 3He has a solely magmatic origin and thus
its presence provides unequivocal evidence of magmatic
activity [Lupton et al., 1977]. pH is a proxy for the
concentration of CO2 in the plume [Resing and Sansone,
1996; Resing et al., 1999], and its excellent correlation with
the concentration of 3He in these samples (r2 = 0.80)
supports a largely magmatic origin of CO2 as well. High

5. Plume Chemistry
[18] In addition to producing detailed maps of the
plume distribution, the tows and casts also yielded a
densely sampled transect of the plume chemical composition along the ridge axis. While a detailed description
of the chemical characteristics of each plume is beyond
the scope of this paper, we can outline the range of
plume chemistries sampled and identify at least 14
distinct plume regions that point to specific hydrothermal
source areas on the ridge axis (Table 1). These observations also provide insight into the magmatic state of the
RAPA NUI area.

Figure 6. (top) Scatterplot of binned cross-sectional area
versus percent of 0.03 axis intervals in each Axs bin
overlain by a significant plume (NTU  0.015). For both
the Ridge Flux (solid diamonds) and RAPA NUI (solid
triangles) areas, and especially for the combined data (r2 =
0.94) (open circles), there is a robust correlation between
the likelihood of observing a hydrothermal plume and the
local inflation of the ridge axis. Heavy line is least squares
fit to the combined data. (bottom) Histogram of total ridge
length in each Axs bin for the combined data.
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Table 1. Plume Characteristics and Vent Field Inferences
q, C

CH4,
nM

pH

TDFe,
(nM)

TDMn,
(nM)

Rise
Height, m

Extent,
km

W3, 27.68 – 27.75
W3, 27.84 – 27.92
W3, 28 – 28.1

0.04
0.02
0.032

3
3
3

0.02
0.015
0.02

400
100
300

150
30
80

150 – 200
175
200

15
10
20

W3, 28.2 – 28.3

0.015

3

0.004

50

40

100

10

W4, 28.35 – 28.5

0.02

15

0.007

200

70

350

20

W4, 28.7

002

7

0.003

500

130

175

2

E1, 29.5

0.01

2

0.002

150

60

?

?

E1, 29.7 – 29.8

0.02

3

0.002

30

10

200

5

E1, 30.12

0.01

25

0.002

50

15

250

3

E2, 30.35 – 30.4

?

?

?

90

85

150

20

E2, 30.7 – 30.85

0.012

4

0.04

50

15

150

20

E3, 31.1 – 31.2

0.025

5

0.005

100

50

200

15

0.01 – 0.02

3–6

0.004 – 0.02

50 – 200

20 – 70

100

20

0.03

10

0.02

200

100

325

35

Location

E3 – E4, 31.2 – 31.6
E4, 31.7 – 32.0

concentrations of particulate sulfur (PS) (i.e., high PS/PFe
ratios) have been observed almost exclusively at recently
(]3 years) erupted sites rich in microbial debris and CH4
[Urabe et al., 1995; Feely et al., 1996, 1999; McLaughlinWest et al., 1999]. These high values may arise from
magmatic outgassing of H2S and either inorganic precipitation of the H2S and/or microbially mediated PS formation. The origin of hydrothermal CH4 is far more complex
than that of other tracers, having at least four possible
sources [Whelan, 1988]: outgassing of juvenile CH4, biological production, thermal breakdown of organic material
at >100C, and inorganic synthesis at >300 – 400C. This
combination of sources makes it difficult to ascribe the CH4
distribution to a particular process. While observations of
CH4 in hydrothermal areas describe a consistent association
between magmatic activity and CH4 presence [Mottl et al.,
1995], not all eruptions have produced high CH4 concentrations. Plume CH4 concentrations days and months after
the 1996 Gorda Ridge seafloor eruption were surprisingly
low (<10 nM) and demonstrate that significant quantities of
CH4 are not necessarily produced simply by water/rock
reactions associated with a dike injection and eruption
[Kelley et al., 1998]. Fe and Mn are typically more
concentrated in fluids from mature vent sites than in those
from volatile-rich sites recently perturbed by magmatic
activity [Butterfield et al., 1997].
[21] The along-axis distribution of each of these species
shows a first-order correspondence with both the optical/

Comments
major field: high pH, high-T, high metals
small field: high pH, moderate metals
major field: very high pH, high-T; high
PS/PFe suggests recent venting/magmatic
outgassing
small field: low pH, low
CH4, low metals, probably diffuse venting
major field: lower pH but high CH4; high
plume rise suggests high-T vents
very small field: high metals, high CH4, low
pH; buoyant plume detected
very small field?: based on only a single tow
sample
small field: optical plume detected at 29.7S,
buoyant plume at 29.8S
small field: based only on tow samples,
very low pH but high CH4, high PS/PFe
suggests recent venting/magmatic
outgassing
small field: seen only on DSL-120 tow (no
discrete samples, metal data from SUAVE)
small field: mainly diffuse, moderate CH4, low
metals; buoyant plume detected at 30.82S
small field: low volatiles, moderate metals,
probably some high-T venting; buoyant
plume detected at 31.17S; hightemperature fluids sampled in January 1999
at 31.2S [Lupton et al., 1999]
large field: scattered mostly diffuse venting,
variable in volatiles and metals
major field: multiple sources, high-T venting,
high metals, high CH4 and pH but low
PS/PFe; high-temperature fluids sampled in
January 1999 at 31.8S [Lupton et al., 1999]

thermal plume boundaries and the general trend of ridge
inflation (Figure 7). For pH we found the highest concentrations north of 28.5S and south of 30.5S where
Axs is highest. This agreement implies a direct correlation
between the rate of magma supply and gas concentrations in
hydrothermal fluids. While the pattern of PS/PFe is more
variable, many of the highest values also occur north of
28.5S and south of 30.5S. In addition, samples near
29.8S, 30.1S, and 30.9S without high pH values also
had unusually high PS/PFe ratios. The 30.1S location
corresponds to very high CH4 values, but the high PS/PFe
values at 29.8 and 30.9S are isolated samples with no
corresponding increases in other tracers.
[22] In general, CH4 concentrations are similar to values
measured in other chronic hydrothermal plumes not associated with recent volcanism along the EPR [Gharib,
2000]. The broad agreement between CH4 and pH
suggests that outgassing of juvenile CH4 is its dominant
source here, but measurements of vent fluids from the
Ridge Flux area show that other processes can also be
active in a superfast spreading environment. Charlou et al.
[1996] found that while CO2 concentrations were highest
in low-chlorinity fluids, consistent with enrichment by
phase separation, the highest CH4 concentration was found
in the one high-chlorinity vent fluid sampled. They attributed the lack of correlation between CO2 and CH4 to
leaching of gabbroic rocks with CH4-rich inclusions. Thus
pH/CH4 ratios may vary sharply and unpredictably
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Figure 7. Along-axis trends in pH, CH4, TDFe, TDMn, PS/PFe, 3He/heat, NTU, and q from
the RAPA NUI area. Solid circles and black line mark chemical data from the east ridge, crosses and
black line mark chemical data from the west ridge, and shaded line marks NTU data, except in bottom
panel where q is plotted. Dashed line on the 3He/heat plot marks the expected long-term average of
mid-ocean ridge fluids. Data set includes all tow samples within the plume horizon and plume maximum
values from all vertical casts but not isolated samples fortuitously tripped in highly concentrated nearbottom buoyant plumes. Note the generally good correspondence between concentration peaks in
volatiles and metals.
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among vent fluids, and so among plumes, on the RAPA
NUI ridge crest as well.
[23] We found three areas where pH and CH4 were
poorly correlated. One is the ridge north of 28.2S (segment
W3), where pH values were among the highest of the
entire study area, but concentrations of CH4 were not
correspondingly elevated. Measurements of carbon isotopes
in plume CH4 suggest that microbial oxidation in the water
column cannot account for the low CH4 concentrations
[Gharib, 2000], implying instead a weak seafloor source
there. However, conflicting with this explanation is the fact
that plume samples between 28 and 28.2S yielded unusually high (>2) PS/PFe ratios. A similar disagreement
between pH and CH4 occurred in a small plume near
30.7S, where we found the highest pH (and 3He)
anomalies of the cruise, no PS/PFe anomaly, and little
CH4. In a third area near 30.1S a small but intense plume
held not only the highest CH4 values sampled (>20 nM) but
also PS/PFe ratios >5. Surprisingly, though, pH values
were negligible.
[24] In contrast to these inconsistencies in the volatile
distributions, TDMn and TDFe closely covaried on all
segments (Figure 7). Each peak in metal concentrations
corresponded to a peak in the optical plumes except at
28.7S and 29.5S, where plumes were too small to noticeably affect the gridded plume distribution. In general, metal
concentrations in plumes over W3 and W4 were higher than
over segments E3 and E4. Except for a few small plumes,
the along-axis trends of TDMn and TDFe agreed with those
of pH and, except over segment W3, CH4. This general
agreement sharply contrasts with results from the Ridge
Flux section, where the pattern of CH4 is anticorrelated with
the PFe and dissolved (D) Mn variations, indicating a clear
spatial distinction between volatile-rich and volatile-poor
discharge sites (Figure 8).
[25] Using these physical and chemical observations, we
can identify at least 14 distinct plume regions that point to
specific hydrothermal source areas on the ridge axis, including four vent sites precisely located by the observation of
buoyant hydrothermal plumes (Table 1). Unnavigated camera tows were conducted at five of the plume site locations:
28.08 (segment W3), 28.7 (W4), 29.72 (E1), 31.15
(E3), and 31.83 (E4). No active discharge was observed
on any camera tow. Animals, especially anemones,
bivalves, and crabs (galatheid) were common, but we
photographed no biological community of obviously hydrothermal character. The linear extent of these sources apparently ranges from kilometer-sized (or less) individual vent
fields to near-continuous discharge zones stretching for tens
of kilometers. The plume chemistry suggests that mature
hydrothermal systems (low volatile/metal ratios) produce
most of the vent fluids and that recent eruptions have been
few. Even so, the physical and chemical differences among
the plumes suggest an interesting diversity of sources on the
seafloor. At three locations, for example, are plumes that fall
clearly outside the limits of a ‘‘mature’’ hydrothermal
source. High pH and PS/PFe ratios found in samples near
28.1S suggest recent eruptive activity or magmatic outgassing, although CH4 concentrations are lower than expected
for either process. At 30.1S, both PS/PFe ratios and CH4
concentrations are exceptionally high, while dissolved metal
concentrations are low. Moreover, this plume had an intense

NTU signal but nearly undetectable q (Figure 3). These
characteristics are reminiscent of the 9.8N EPR vent field,
where a 1991 eruption produced high-volatile, low-metal,
low-salinity fluids that created a plume with a high optical
intensity but a low apparent q due to hydrographic
masking [Baker et al., 1994; Lavelle et al., 1998]. Finally,
at 30.7S the highest pH and 3He anomalies of the entire
study area indicate a unique CO2- and 3He-rich, metal-poor
source.
[26] What do these patterns in plume chemistry tell us
about the current magmatic state of the RAPA NUI area and
superfast spreading ridge segments in general? For interpretative help we can look to other sites on the EPR with
known or suspected recent eruptions where plumes have
carried diagnostic chemical clues for at least months after an
eruption. The most intensely studied such site is the 1991
eruption at 9.8N [Haymon et al., 1993]. A plume study 6
months posteruption found CH4 concentrations up to 90 nM
and CH4/DMn ratios up to 10 [Mottl et al., 1995], with
accompanying PS/PFe ratios up to 10 [Feely et al., 1994].
Similarly, high CH4/DMn ratios (>1) [Urabe et al., 1995],
CH4 values (>70 nM) [Ishibashi et al., 1997], and PS/PFe
ratios (>1) [Urabe et al., 1995; Feely et al., 1996] in plumes
centered near 17.5S and 18.6S in the Ridge Flux section
(Figure 8) imply that magmatic activity occurred there not
long before plume sampling in late 1993. Other eruptions on
both intraplate [Stuben, 1992] and ridge axis [McLaughlinWest et al., 1999; Resing et al., 1999] volcanoes have
produced CH4 values >200 nM and CH4/DMn >2. Only
the small Gorda Ridge eruption in 1996 failed to produce
plumes with high CH4 concentrations [Kelley et al., 1998].
[27] In the RAPA NUI area, neither CH4 concentrations
(generally <10 nM) nor CH4/TDMn ratios (<0.5) offer
convincing evidence of recent magmatic activity on the
scale encountered along the Ridge Flux section. These low
values are more typical of mature discharge where a
volcanic imprint is no longer obvious [Mottl et al., 1995;
Charlou et al., 1996; Ishibashi et al., 1997]. Distinctively
high ratios of trace metals to hydrothermal heat support this
interpretation. TDFe/heat ratios were typically 2 –4 nM/J,
and TDMn/heat ratios were typically 0.5 – 1.5 nM/J
throughout the RAPA NUI area. These values are similar
to those from vent fluids and plumes over zones of no recent
volcanic activity in the Ridge Flux area, while much lower
metal/heat ratios characterized vent fluids and plumes
interpreted as perturbed by recent magmatic activity [Charlou et al., 1996; G. J. Massoth, unpublished data, 1998].
The best candidates for sites of recent eruptions are those at
28.1, 30.1, and 30.7S with unusual volatile/metal ratios.
[28] Despite the scarcity of evidence for recent eruptions,
the broad trend in 3He/heat ratios points to significant
differences in the magma supply rate among segments. This
inference rests on the sensitivity of the 3He/heat ratio in
vented fluids and plumes to changes in magmatic activity.
Ratios from magmatically dormant sites are typically 0.5–
1  108 nM/J but in plumes over recent eruptions have
ranged as high as 4.7  108 nM/J (and up to 100  108
nM/J in fluids from volatile-rich hot spot volcanoes) [Lupton et al., 1989]. Theoretical calculations [Lupton et al.,
1989] indicate an average upper mantle 3He/heat ratio of
2  108 nM/J, and if heat and helium are not fractionated during transport in the upper mantle, this value should
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Figure 8. Along-axis trends in CH4 [Ishibashi et al., 1997], PFe [Feely et al., 1996], DMn [Ishibashi et al.,
1997], and PS/PFe [Feely et al., 1996] (solid circles and black line), and NTU (shaded line) from the
Ridge Flux area in 1993 (no pH measurements were made during this cruise). Ridge Flux cruise measured
DMn, not TDMn as on RAPA NUI cruise, but DMn accounts for >90% of total Mn [Ishibashi et al., 1997].
Data set includes all tow samples within the plume horizon and plume maximum values from all vertical
casts. Note that unlike the RAPA NUI area (Figure 7), trends in volatiles and metals were anticorrelated.

represent the long-term average of mid-ocean ridge hydrothermal fluids. In the RAPA NUI area the 3He/heat ratios
broadly follow the geological indicators of both long-term
(us) and shorter-term (Axs) magmatic budget. The ratios rise
above 2  108 nM/J over superfast spreading and inflated
segments and fall below 1  108 nM/J over the slower
spreading, weakly inflated propagator tips (Figure 7). Thus
even though no large vent fields appear to have been in a
recent posteruptive state in early 1998, magma replenishment on most segments has been rapid enough to maintain a
3
He/heat ratio in balance with upper mantle magma.

6. Conclusions
[29] These data from the RAPA NUI survey, when
combined with earlier results from the Ridge Flux survey,

provide a comprehensive view of the correspondence
between hydrothermal activity and ridge morphology along
1100 km of superfast spreading ridge crest. We summarize
our results by addressing the questions posed at the outset of
this paper.
1. We found the spatial density of venting not
appreciably different along the presumably ‘‘stable’’
(13.5– 18.7S) and ‘‘unstable’’ (27.5 – 32.3S) superfast
plate boundaries surveyed. While there is compelling
evidence for ongoing reorganization of the plate boundaries in the RAPA NUI area [Naar and Hey, 1991; Hey
et al., 1995; Korenaga and Hey, 1996; Martinez et al.,
1997], this activity has not engendered a permanent
increase in hydrothermal activity relative to other superfast
spreading ridges. In particular, the propagator tips hosted
negligible activity, similar to the Galapagos 95.5W
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propagator [Hey et al., 1992]. Hydrothermal activity there
is likely short-lived and closely tied to infrequent pulses of
magma supply.
2. Hydrothermal activity is sensitive to variations in the
apparent magmatic budget at a variety of scales. At the
multisegment scale, plumes cover 60% of superfast
spreading (>130 km/Myr) ridge crest in the two survey
areas but <10% of the remaining, slower spreading, axis.
At the subsegment scale, hydrothermal plumes are
commonly centered over peaks in ridge inflation. While
relationships between ridge inflation and plume intensity at
the kilometer scale [e.g., Hooft et al., 1997], or average
ridge inflation and plume incidence at the segment scale
[e.g., Baker, 1996], are weak, a new approach used here
does support a significant correlation between hydrothermal activity and ridge inflation. We show that the
likelihood of a hydrothermal plume overlying a given
0.03-long interval of ridge crest increases linearly and
significantly with increasing ridge inflation. Still unclear,
however, is the extent to which along-axis variations in
crustal permeability can modify the influence of magmatic
heat in positioning hydrothermal vent fields.
3. In contrast to the Ridge Flux study the RAPA NUI
survey detected no extensive areas of volatile-rich plumes
symptomatic of recent magmatic perturbation or outgassing. Instead, the low volatile/metal ratios of most
(though not all) plumes points to a preponderance of
mature hydrothermal systems. Analysis of the temporal
and spatial scales of axial eruptions [Perfit and Chadwick,
1998] suggests that fast spreading ridges may experience
frequent (1 – 10 year intervals) but small eruptions, so the
chemistry of discharged fluids can change rapidly. Time
series data from vents in the Ridge Flux area between
1993 and 1999, for example, have documented profound
changes in fluid chemistry [Roe et al., 1999; Ishibashi
et al., 1999]. Thus the general lack of volatile-rich plumes
in the RAPA NUI area during our cruise is not likely
characteristic of the long-term diversity of hydrothermal
chemistry there. This view is supported by the 1999
discovery of extremely gas-rich, phase-separated fluids at
31.8S [Lupton et al., 1999], perhaps indicative of a
magmatic intrusion more recent than our 1998 cruise.
Even with a scarcity of recent magmatic perturbations,
however, the broad correspondence between volatile
tracers (such as pH and 3He/heat) and proxies of magma
supply (such as Axs and us) identifies a pervasive magmatic
imprint on this superfast spreading group of ridge
segments.

Appendix A: Methods
[30] We used 34 conductivity-temperature-depth-optical
(CTDO) vertical casts and 10 CTDO tow-yos to map
optical, thermal, and chemical hydrothermal plumes. All
CTDO casts used a high-precision Sea Bird 911 plus CTD,
a WET Labs light-backscattering sensor (LBSS), and a 20bottle rosette [Baker and Urabe, 1996]. The sawtooth
wavelength during tow-yos was typically 1 – 2 km.
[31] In the deep Pacific, hydrothermal plumes are commonly identified, and their hydrothermal heat content estimated by determining a hydrothermal temperature anomaly

(q) at each depth z from an expression such as
h
i
qð zÞ ¼ q  k1 sq ð zÞ þ k2 sq ð zÞ2 þb ;

ðA1Þ

where q(z) is potential temperature, sq(z) is potential density,
and k and b are regression coefficients for a first- or secondorder fit of q as a function of sq immediately above the
neutrally buoyant plume.
[32] The LBSS measurement is a relative rather than
absolute measure of the light backscattering and can differ
slightly among individual LBSS instruments [Baker et al.,
2001a]. We report our results in terms of nephelometric
turbidity units (NTUs) according to
NTU ¼ ðVr  Vb Þ=an ;

ðA2Þ

where NTU is the plume LBSS anomaly above ambient
water, Vr is the raw voltage reading of the LBSS, Vb is the
sensor voltage in ambient water not affected by hydrothermal plumes, and an is a factor unique to each LBSS
determined from a laboratory calibration using formazine
[Baker et al., 2001a]. There is a generally good fit between
NTU and particle mass concentration except in areas of
recent seafloor volcanic activity where high levels of
particulate sulfur and microbial debris in the water column
apparently cause abnormally high backscattering values
[Baker et al., 2001a]. Temperature and optical anomalies
were calculated from despiked 1 Hz CTDO data averaged
into 10-s blocks.
[33] Optical plumes were also mapped using as many as
six self-contained Miniature Autonomous Plume Recorders
(MAPRs) attached along the tow cable of the DSL-120 sidescan sonar (Walker et al., submitted manuscript, 2001).
MAPRs recorded temperature, pressure, and light backscattering every 5 s, using the same type LBSSs as on the
CTDO package. The DSL-120 tows also included an in situ
chemical analyzer mounted on the tow weight [Massoth and
Hey, 1998; G. J. Massoth, unpublished data, 1993].
[34] Shipboard methane analyses were modified from
Brooks et al. [1981]. The cold trap, a 145-cm-long column
of 100/120 mesh Porapak QS, was submerged in ethanol
cooled to 60C. Analytical error was calculated at 2%
from variations in the values given for standards, but a
combined analytical and sampling error of 8% was
calculated from replicate samples. Subsequent laboratory
experiments determined that the methane extraction efficiency was 67% [Gharib, 2000], and shipboard results were
appropriately adjusted.
[35] Total dissolvable trace metal samples were collected
directly from Niskin bottles through Teflon petcocks into
250-mL I-Chem2 polyethylene bottles, then acidified with
1 mL of subboiling quartz distilled 6 N HCl. Total dissolvable Mn was determined with a precision of ±1 nM by
modifying the direct injection method of Resing and Mottl
[1992] by adding 4 g of nitrilo triacetic acid to each liter of
buffer. Fe was determined with a precision ±2 nM by
modifying the method of Measures et al. [1995] for direct
injection analysis.
[36] The pH samples were collected and pH determined
as described previously [Resing et al., 1999]. On the basis
of measurements of pH in background casts and samples
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above the plume this technique has a precision of 0.001 pH
units within a single hydrocast and an overall daily precision and accuracy of 0.005 pH units. The pH anomalies
(pH) are the difference between pH of a sample and the
pH of water at the same density as the sample from a
background profile. The pH anomalies can be related to
CO2 concentrations following the method of Resing and
Sansone [1996] using the relation described by Resing et al.
[1999].
[37] Samples for helium analysis were drawn immediately after recovery of the CTDO/rosette package and sealed
into copper tubing using a special hydraulic crimping device
[Young and Lupton, 1983]. Helium concentrations and
helium isotope ratios were determined on a 21-cm radius,
dual-collector mass spectrometer. Precision of the 3He
concentration measurements is 2  1017 mol kg1.
[38] Elemental composition of particulate matter was
determined by X-ray primary and secondary emission
spectrometry with a Rh source and Mo, Ti, Se, and Co
secondary targets using a nondestructive thin-film technique
[Feely et al., 1991]. Precision averaged 2% for major
elements except for sulfur (11%) and 7% for trace elements.
[39] Cross-axis inflation (Axs) is the cross-sectional area
of the ridge axis above the reference depth (at 0.5 Myr) out
to ±8 km from the spreading axis, calculated following the
method of Scheirer and Macdonald [1993] as modified by
Martinez et al. [1997]. Net elevation is the height of the
ridge axis above the reference depth. Both indices were
calculated at 1-km intervals along each segment.
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Figure 1. (a) Location map of the study region between the Easter and Juan Fernandez microplates in
the southeast Pacific Ocean. Light lines are ridges; those with arrows are propagating. Heavy straight
lines are transform faults. Double-headed arrows show axial spreading rates. (b) Ridge crest bathymetry
of the six segments surveyed, with black lines showing ridge axis. SeaBeam data from Hey et al. [1995]
and Martinez et al. [1997] augmented by new data from our Ridge Axis Plume and Neotectonic Unified
Investigations (RAPA NUI) cruise. Inset shows relative location of each second-order segment.
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Figure 3. Segment-by-segment transects of hydrothermal plumes identified by temperature anomaly
(qC) and light backscattering anomaly (NTU) from CTDO tows. Lowest contour plotted for each
variable is 0.005. CTDO tows extended south on the west ridge to 29.2 S and north on the east ridge to
29.14S. Plume mapping using MAPRs attached to the tow line of the DSL-120 extended farther toward
the tip of both the west (south to 29.35S) and east (north to 28.65S) ridges, but no plumes were
detected. Neither the q nor NTU signals north of 29.5S on E1 appear to be of hydrothermal
character.
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